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ABSTRACT 
The tear film lining the ocular surface consists of three qualitatively different layers. The 
hydrated (i) mucous matrix, which is composed of the epithelial glycocalyx and secreted 
gel-like mucins, continues as a concentration gradient into the overlaying protein-rich (ii) 
aqueous layer, which is largely responsible for the hydration, nutrition, and host defence 
of the ocular surface. Finally, the air-tear interface is lined with a thin (iii) tear film lipid 
layer (TFLL), which is considered to stabilise the entire tear film and is thought to retard 
evaporation from the air-tear interface. Meibum, an oily secretion produced by 
meibomian glands, is considered largely as the source of the TFLL lipids. The integrity 
of the tear film is vital for the ocular surface, and disturbances in any of the 
aforementioned sections typically result in dry eye symptoms. Despite the extremely low 
evaporation rates measured from the ocular surface in vivo, no evaporation-retarding 
mechanism of TFLL has been shown in vitro. Altogether, due to the co-operative 
character of lipids, the function and behaviour of the TFLL and similar lipid layers are 
largely defined by their lipid composition. To understand the behaviour of complex lipid 
layers on the molecular level, the composition of the layer should be determined. 
Therefore, the first aim of this study was to analyse the lipid composition of tear fluid. 
Because most of the lipids are considered to be located in the TFLL, the aim was to 
create TFLL-like lipid compositions for in vitro experiments. Finally, the aim was to 
investigate the evaporation-retarding effect of such lipid layers to better understand the 
potential mechanism of evaporation retardant in vivo TFLL. 

A modern mass-spectrometric platform, namely ultra performance liquid 
chromatography coupled to quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry, was employed 
for the tear fluid lipid analysis. In contrast to the widely recognised meibum lipid 
composition, the tear fluid samples contained a considerable amount of phospholipids. 
Unfortunately, most of the non-polar lipids, such as the cholesteryl esters and the wax 
esters typically present in meibum, could not be detected using this mass spectrometric 
platform; however, they were detected with enzymatic assays and thin layer 
chromatography. In addition, we demonstrated that the phospholipids function as a 
spreading aid facilitating the uniform spreading of the hydrophobic non-polar lipids at 
the air-water interface. 

Based on the tear fluid lipid composition, we created TFLL-like lipid compositions 
and investigated their ability to retard evaporation from the air-water interface in vitro. A 
custom-built system was assembled for evaporation rate determination, and Brewster 
angle microscopy was employed to observe the interfacial organisation of the lipid layer 
at the air-water interface. It was found that very specific lipids and very definite lipid 
compositions are needed to retard evaporation from the air-water interface. None of the 
complex TFLL-like lipid compositions retarded evaporation. However, a specific class of 
TFLL lipids, namely wax esters (WEs), were shown to be efficient evaporation 
retardants, but layers composed of WEs mixed with large proportions of other TFLL 
lipids did not retard evaporation. 

WEs, however, did not retard evaporation under all conditions, but only in a defined 
phase of the layer. This phase and therefore the evaporation-retarding effect was 
dependent on the melting point of the specific WE and the temperature of the air-water 
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interface. The WEs that were close to their bulk melting temperature retarded 
evaporation, whereas the WEs in their solid or liquid states lacked this property. In their 
solid state, the WEs did not spread as a uniform layer at the air-water interface, whereas 
in their liquid state, the WEs formed very fluid layers, and therefore, the water molecules 
diffused through the loosely packed lipid layer. We also investigated the surface-active 
properties of WEs and noted that WEs are expectedly poor surfactants compared to 
phospholipids; they are extremely prone to aggregation and are poorly compressible, 
especially when the layer is in the evaporation-retarding phase. These results support the 
theory suggested in our lipid composition study: hydrophobic lipids need to be mixed 
with a certain amount of amphiphilic lipids to form rapidly spreading films at the air-
water interface. 

In summary, this thesis project concentrated on providing an in vitro model for 
linking certain functions, properties, and behaviours of TFLL to the composition of such 
layers. In short, amphiphilic phospholipids seem to be a vital component of the TFLL, 
although possibly in a smaller proportion than originally hypothesised, providing aid for 
non-polar lipid spreading. The evaporation-retarding effect is largely dependent on the 
composition. Pure WEs turned out to be effective evaporation-retarding TFLL lipids, but 
only in a certain temperature-dependent phase. Therefore, WEs are most likely the lipids 
that provide the evaporation-retarding effect of the TFLL; however, such complex 
evaporation-retarding lipid composition is yet to be determined in vitro. The results of 
this thesis suggest that the compositional changes affect the behaviour, such as spreading 
and the evaporation-retarding effect, of TFLL. Defects in such properties may result in 
accelerated evaporation from the ocular surface and, consequently, in dry eye symptoms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The tear film is a few-micron-thick aqueous film lining the ocular surface epithelium 
(Whikehart 2004). It performs a number of functions, including protection of the ocular 
surface and providing nutrition for the cornea. Being the protective interface between the 
surrounding environment and the epithelium, the integrity of the film is essential for the 
health of the cornea and the ocular surface. The tear film is affected by destabilising 
factors such as gravity, capillary forces induced by the menisci of the lids, and the 
surface tension of the aqueous interface that induces curvature of the interface and 
therefore dewetting of the ocular surface (Wong et al. 1996, Miller et al. 2002, Braun and 
Fitt 2003). Additionally, evaporation of the aqueous tear is a considerable factor that 
affects the tear film integrity (King-Smith et al. 2009). 

An oily film, with a thickness in the range of tens to hundreds of nanometres (King-
Smith et al. 2010), lines the air-tear interface of the tear film. The function of this tear 
film lipid layer (TFLL) is to diminish the effect of the aforementioned destabilising 
factors. This function is thought to occur mainly through a decrease in surface tension 
and possibly by viscoelastic properties of the TFLL, providing physical support for the 
entire tear film (Wong et al. 1996, Rosenfeld et al. 2013). Importantly, it is also believed 
that the TFLL is an effective evaporation retardant, forming a physical barrier that partly 
retards diffusion (mass transfer) of water molecules from the air-tear interface. 
Therefore, the disturbances in the tear film lipid secretion may result in a less efficient 
barrier and consequently faster evaporation from the interface and possible dry eye 
symptoms (Lemp et al. 2007). 

The underlying mechanism of the retardation of evaporation by TFLL is not 
established, which is partly because the composition of the TFLL is not entirely known. 
A considerable portion of the lipids originates from meibum, an oily secretion produced 
by meibomian glands (Butovich et al. 2008). Meibum has been shown to mainly contain 
very hydrophobic lipids, which are prone to aggregation at the air-water interface. 
However, the composition of meibum differs from that of TFLL. Researchers have 
mainly debated the concentration of polar phospholipids (PLs) in TFLL (Butovich 2013). 
In meibum, the proportion of PLs is very low compared to the non-polar lipids, but in 
tear fluid, the phospholipids are thought to be more abundant. It has been suggested that 
the polar lipids, if present in TFLL, would facilitate the uniform spreading of the lipids at 
the air-water interface and that the multi-layered structure formed by the polar and non-
polar lipids would effectively retard evaporation (McCulley and Shine 1997). 

Therefore, in this thesis project, we have investigated the lipid composition of the tear 
fluid. Specifically, we concentrated on the PL composition of the tear fluid and attempted 
to illustrate the possible effect of PLs in TFLL. Secondly, based on the tear fluid lipid 
composition, we studied the evaporation-retarding effect of the TFLL-like lipid layers in 
vitro. An additional aim was to investigate which physicochemical properties of the lipid 
layer result in an evaporation-retardant layer. Finally, we investigated the evaporation-
retarding effect and the surface-active properties of a specific TFLL-lipid class, namely 
wax esters (WEs). 
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
	  

2.1 Corneal anatomy 
The cornea is an avascular and transparent layered tissue located in the anterior region of 
the eye. It forms approximately 45 D of the 60-70 D total refractive power of the eye. 
The central and peripheral thicknesses of the cornea range from 500 to 550 µm and from 
600 to 700 µm, respectively (Doughty and Zaman 2000, Ehlers and Hjortdal 2004, 
Salvetat et al. 2011). This difference in thickness results in an aspherical curvature of the 
cornea. Frontally viewed, the cornea has an elliptical shape with a horizontal average 
diameter of 12 mm (Rufer et al. 2005). 
 
 
2.1.1 Corneal structure 
The cornea consists of epithelium, Bowman’s layer, stroma, Descemet’s membrane, and 
endothelium. It is built around a collagen sheet structure, which provides mechanical 
strength but is also transparent and therefore allows undisturbed access of light into the 
eye (Figure 1). 

The epithelium is the anterior layer of the cornea with a thickness of 50 µm (Ehlers 
1970). It contains five to six layers of non-keratinised squamous stratified epithelial cells, 
which are divided into three morphological classes. (i) The apical cells consist of two to 
three layers of flat-shaped cells joined via desmosomes and tight junctions (Hsu et al. 
1999, Ban et al. 2003). The junctions form a seal between the neighbouring cells that 
prevents the leakage of the tear fluid and impurities from the tear film into the stroma. 
The apical face of these superficial cells is covered with microvilli and microplicae, 
which increase the contact surface area between the epithelium and the tear film and 
therefore promote the absorption of metabolites and oxygen from the tear fluid (Nichols 
et al. 1983). The apical surface is also lined with transmembrane glycoproteins and 
mucins. This epithelial glycocalyx interacts with the tear fluid mucins, forming a 
network-like mucous matrix across the tear film (Spurr-Michaud et al. 2007, Mantelli 
and Argueso 2008). (ii) The wing cells, an intermediate epithelial cell type, form a layer 
of two to three cells between the apical and basal cells. (iii) The basal cells form a single 
layer of cells between the wing cells and the underlying basement membrane. The 
basement membrane, secreted by the basal cells, is an extracellular matrix, which 
functions in anchoring, migration and maintenance of the associated cells (Torricelli et 
al. 2013). The basal cells are connected to the basement membrane via hemidesmosomes 
and further to Bowman’s layer via basement-layer-penetrating fibrils (Gipson et al. 
1987). 
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional diagram illustrating the anterior section of the cornea: epithelium, 
Bowman’s layer, stromal lamellae, and keratocytes. Adapted from Ehlers and Hjortdal 2006.  

 
The epithelium completely regenerates over a period of seven to ten days (Hanna et al. 
1961, Cenedella and Fleschner 1990, Ehlers and Hjortdal 2006). The stem cells located 
in the limbal areas of the cornea continuously produce new basal cells, which migrate 
towards the centre of the cornea and further differentiate into wing cells and finally to 
apical cells. At the end of their life cycle, the apical cells desquamate from the epithelium 
after involution and apoptosis, and the flow of tear fluid drains the cell residues from the 
ocular surface. 

Bowman’s layer is a non-regenerative, 8-12 µm thick acellular layer of proteoglycans 
(Komai and Ushiki 1991) and collagens (type I, III, V, and VI) that separates the 
epithelium and the stroma (Marshall et al. 1993). This dense meshwork-like layer 
enhances the adhesion between the epithelium and the stroma through the basal cell 
collagen VII fibrils and the collagen IV anchoring plaques (Gipson et al. 1987). 

The corneal stroma comprises approximately 90% of the overall corneal thickness, 
and it mainly consists of type I, type III, and type V fibril-forming and type VI beaded 
filament-forming collagen bundled into the lamellar structures (Ihanamaki et al. 2004, 
Whikehart 2004). The longitudinally running fibres in adjacent lamella lie at different 
angles to each other, providing the mechanical strength for the cornea. 

Keratocytes, the quiescent stromal fibroblasts, are the main cell population in the 
stroma (West-Mays and Dwivedi 2006). The cells are arranged in a corkscrew-like 
fashion between the lamellae to attain a uniform distribution in the stroma (Müller et al. 
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1995). Keratocytes are responsible for maintaining the stromal structure and in particular 
for repairing the tissue after stromal injuries (Jester et al. 1999, Fini and Stramer 2005, 
West-Mays and Dwivedi 2006). 

Descemet’s membrane, a basement membrane secreted by the underlying 
endothelium, is a layer of collagens IV, VI, and VII that forms a dense flexible network 
accompanied by laminins and fibronectin (Marshall et al. 1993, Beuerman and Pedroza 
1996). Like Bowman’s layer, the Descemet’s membrane does not regenerate, but it does 
increase its thickness with age. 

The endothelium, formed by a single layer of cells, forms the interior layer of the 
cornea (Waring et al. 1982). The main functions of the endothelium are to supply the 
diffusion of metabolites and nutrients for the stromal and epithelial cells and to maintain 
the hydration level and, therefore, the transparency of the corneal stroma. The balance 
across this leaky barrier is maintained by the ionic pumps located in the endothelial cell 
plasma membranes. 
 
 
2.1.2 Corneal innervation 
The human cornea is a densely innervated tissue. Most of the corneal nerve fibres are the 
sensory type, and they originate from the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve 
(Zander and Weddel 1951, Rozsa and Beuerman 1982). The inferior corneal innervation 
may also originate from the trigeminal maxillary branch (Vonderahe 1928, Ruskell 
1974). In addition, the cornea receives sympathetic innervation from superior cervical 
ganglion; however, the fibre density seems to differ between mammalian species 
(Marfurt and Ellis 1993). In addition, parasympathetic innervation has been reported in 
certain mammalian corneas, such as rats and cats (Tervo et al. 1979, Morgan et al. 1987, 
Marfurt et al. 1998)  

The nerve fascicles (bundles) enter the cornea radially and protrude into the 
peripheral areas of the stroma parallel to the collagen fibres (Müller et al. 2003). Close to 
the limbal area of the cornea, the nerve bundles and fibres divest of their perineurium and 
myelin sheaths, respectively, to maintain the transparency of the cornea. The bundles 
protrude towards the central area of the cornea surrounded by the Schwann cell sheaths. 
The bundles divide into separate branches and bend 90 degrees, penetrating Bowman’s 
layer. The bundled fibres divest of the Schwann sheaths (Müller et al. 1996) and make 
another abrupt 90 degree bend and form a sub-basal nerve plexus between Bowman’s 
layer and the basal cells (Müller et al. 1997). From the sub-basal nerve plexus, individual 
fibres separate and course towards the epithelial cells and finally terminate between the 
superficial layers of the epithelium. 
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2.2 Dry eye syndrome 
Dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the ocular surface that results in symptoms of 
discomfort and visual disturbance (Lemp et al. 2007). It is accompanied by elevated 
osmolarity of the tear film and ocular surface inflammation with potential damage to the 
ocular surface. Typical symptoms are dryness, redness, foreign body sensation, itching, 
and burning of the eyes. Combined data from population-based studies show that the 
prevalence of dry eye ranges from 5% to 30% in over 50-year-olds, which makes dry eye 
syndrome the most common ocular problem (Smith et al. 2007). 

Based on the most recent classification, dry eye syndrome is divided into two major 
classes, aqueous-deficient dry eye (ADDE) and evaporative dry eye (EDE). In ADDE, 
the symptoms arise from a failure in lacrimal tear secretion. Dry eye induced by lacrimal 
acinar destruction or dysfunction results from reduced tear secretion and volume 
(Mishima et al. 1966, Scherz and Dohlman 1975). Due to the protracted secretion of 
aqueous tears, the evaporation of the water from the ocular surface renders the tear fluid 
hyperosmolar. These hyperosmolar conditions stimulate a cascade of inflammatory 
events in the epithelial cells. ADDE may have several causes, such as Sjögren Syndrome 
(Lemp et al. 2007), aging (Mathers et al. 1996), inflammatory infiltration of the lacrimal 
glands (James et al. 1964, Heath 1948) or sensory reflex block of the corneal nerves 
(Heigle and Pflugfelder 1996, Battat et al. 2001). 

In EDE, both intrinsic and extrinsic causes result in excess evaporation of the tear 
fluid. Intrinsic causes are due to intrinsic disease affecting lid structure or dynamics, 
whereas extrinsic causes are due to an external factor. However, the boundary between 
these two causes is blurred. The most common reason for EDE is meibomian gland 
dysfunction, a condition caused by obstruction of the meibomian glands that often leads 
to posterior blepharitis (Foulks and Bron 2003, Bron et al. 2004, Bron and Tiffany 2004). 
Meibomian gland dysfunction is associated with dermatoses, such as acne rosacea, 
seborrhoeic dermatitis (McCulley and Dougherty 1985), and atopic dermatitis. Other 
intrinsic causes may be disorders of the lid aperture caused by exposure of the ocular 
surface, and therefore, increase in evaporative surface area, in craniostenosis, proptosis, 
and high myopia (Gilbard and Farris 1983, Lemp et al. 2007). Additionally, low blink 
rate during activities involving intensive gazing, such as working at video screens, causes 
increased evaporation from the exposed ocular surface (Nakamori et al. 1997). Low blink 
rate is also associated with neurological disorders, such as Parkinson Disease (Karson et 
al. 1984). Typical extrinsic causes include ocular surface disorders, such as 
xerophthalmia due to vitamin A deficiency (Tei et al. 2000), epithelial cell damage due to 
eye drop preservative benzalkonium chloride (Uusitalo et al. 2010), contact lens wear 
(Schlanger 1993, Pritchard and Fonn 1995), and allergic conjunctivitis (Lemp et al. 
2007). 

The causative mechanism of dry eye syndrome can be divided into two factors: tear 
hyperosmolarity and tear film instability (Lemp et al. 2007). Hyperosmolarity is 
considered the key mechanism that causes inflammation, damage, and symptoms on the 
ocular surface and promotes the compensatory events of dry eye, such as reflex 
stimulation of the lacrimal gland. A hyperosmolar state may arise due to inadequate tear 
production (and normal rate of evaporation), due to excessive evaporation from the 
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ocular surface or due to a combination of these two. Unstable tear film is typically caused 
by a premature break-up of the tear film, which results in local drying, hyperosmolarity 
of the exposed ocular surface, epithelial damage, and disturbances of the glycocalyx and 
the mucous matrix. 
 
 
 
2.3 Composition, structure, and function of the tear film 
Tear fluid forms an approximately 4-11-µm film over the ocular surface (King-Smith et 
al. 2004). The purpose of this thin film is to protect the epithelium physically and 
chemically. Tear film acts as a lubricant for the lid and ocular surface interface, provides 
antibacterial protection, flushes contaminants from the ocular surface, acts as a nutrient 
for the corneal epithelium, and provides a smooth interface for the light to enter the eye 
(Tiffany 1997, Whikehart 2004). It consists of three qualitatively different interlacing 
layers that are in intimate interaction with each other (Figure 2): an interior mucin-
enriched mucous matrix, a middle aqueous layer, and an anterior TFLL. 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Cross-sectional view illustrating the layered structure of the tear film lipid layer. The 
dimensions are not to scale. Adapted from Rantamäki et al. 2011. 
 
 
2.3.1 The mucous matrix 
Mucous matrix consists of mucins, which are water-retaining, high-molecular-weight 
glycoproteins essential for the homeostasis of the ocular surface (Mantelli and Argueso 
2008). On the ocular surface and in tear fluid, there are two groups of mucins: 
transmembrane, mainly MUC1, MUC4, and MUC16, and secreted gel-forming, such as 
abundant MUCA5C. Epithelial cells of both cornea and conjunctiva produce MUC1 
(Inatomi et al. 1995) and MUC16 (Argueso et al. 2003), but only conjunctival epithelial 
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cells and possibly limbal corneal epithelial cells produce MUC4 (Inatomi et al. 1996). 
The goblet cells placed in conjunctiva secrete the gel-forming mucins. 

The transmembrane mucins form part of the corneal and conjunctival glycocalyx, and 
the gel-forming mucins interact with this hydrophilic glycocalyx to form a loose 
network-like matrix (Tiffany 1997). The mucous matrix does not have a precisely 
defined structure but continues as a concentration gradient throughout the aqueous phase. 

The mucous matrix is thought to increase the hydrophilic character of the epithelium, 
thereby enhancing the wetting properties of the ocular surface. For instance, the tear film 
does not spread as a uniform layer in the area of a corneal ulcer (Watanabe 2002). The 
scarred epithelium lacks transmembrane mucins, while the goblet cells still secrete gel-
forming mucins. This suggests that the transmembrane mucins in particular are crucial 
for the wetting of the epithelium and that gel-forming mucins alone are not able to form a 
wettable surface because they lack a suitable interface for interaction. In addition, the 
mucous matrix is also very vulnerable to certain exogenous chemicals, such as 
benzalkonium chloride, which is typically used as a preservative for certain topical 
ophthalmic solutions. This vulnerability is due to the toxicity of benzalkonium chloride 
to the epithelial cells, specifically to goblet cells producing gel-forming mucins (Uusitalo 
et al. 2010). Therefore, benzalkonium-chloride-induced defects in the mucous matrix 
may hinder wetting of the ocular surface. 

The mucous network and the high molecular weight of the mucins may give tear fluid 
its viscous appearance and may increase the stability of the tear film. However, this 
function is somewhat questionable due to the low concentration (<300 µg/mL) of tear 
fluid mucins (Bron et al. 2004). The mucous-network may also be responsible for 
preventing adhesion of the pathogens to the ocular surface (Kardon et al. 1999, Blalock 
et al. 2007). 
 
 
2.3.2 The aqueous layer 
The aqueous layer contains electrolytes, proteins, and metabolites. The aqueous tears and 
part of the solutes are produced in the lacrimal system, the lacrimal gland, and the 
accessory lacrimal glands. In addition, the ocular surface epithelial cells have a 
contribution to the protein composition. Tear fluid is rich in protein; the typical 
concentration is 7-10 mg/mL (Whikehart 2004, Tiffany 1997). As many as ~500 proteins 
have been identified in tear fluid (de Souza et al. 2006). Many of the proteins are 
involved in wound healing, inflammatory processes, and protection of the cornea from 
various pathogens. Tear fluid proteins may also interact with the lipid layer, and thus, 
they may have a biophysical function in the stabilisation and organisation of the TFLL. 

The most abundant proteins in the tear fluid are lysozyme, lactoferrin, tear lipocalin 
(tear-specific prealbumin), secretory immunoglobulin A, lipophilin, immunoglobulin G, 
and serum albumin (Tiffany 1997). Lysozyme, or N-acetylmuramide glycanhydrolase, 
catalyses the hydrolysis of beta-(1-4) glycosidic linkages between bacterial cell wall 
carbohydrates and thereby acts as an antibacterial agent (Fleming 1922, Phillips 1967). 
Lactoferrin (or lactotransferrin) also exhibits antibacterial activity as a regulator of iron 
homeostasis (Arnold et al. 1977). It prevents harmful iron-promoted microbial growth 
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and free-radical-induced cellular damage (Ward et al. 2005). Lactoferrin also has 
antiviral and antifungal properties (Farnaud and Evans 2003). Lipophilins interact with 
lipids, but the specific function of tear lipophilin remains unclear (Lehrer et al. 1998). 

Proteins in the tear film (despite being discussed here in the context of the aqueous 
layer) may also interact with both the mucous matrix and the lipids in the TFLL or may 
be a part of the TFLL structure. For instance, tear lipocalins bind fatty acids, fatty 
alcohols, PLs, glycolipids, and cholesterol (Glasgow et al. 1995), of which many are 
present in the TFLL. Tear lipocalin plays a role as an effective lipid-scavenger in tear 
fluid, transporting contaminating lipids from the corneal surface possibly to the anterior 
lipid layer (Glasgow et al. 1999, Glasgow et al. 2010, Gasymov et al. 2005, Yeh et al. 
2013). This function is important because lipid-contaminated corneal surface exhibits 
impaired wetting, consequently resulting in an unstable tear film. Lipocalin also lowers 
the surface tension of the air-water interface and is therefore able to protrude into the 
lipid layer (Glasgow et al. 1999, Saaren-Seppälä et al. 2005). However, lipocalin does 
not show any bind-and-release activity needed for the lipid transfer, as does another lipid 
binding tear fluid protein – phospholipid transfer protein (PLTP) (Jauhiainen et al. 2005). 
Tear fluid contains twice the amount of PLTP as that in blood, but its function in the tear 
fluid is not precisely known. PLTP knock-out mice, however, are very prone to dry eye 
syndrome (Setälä et al. 2011). PLTP may be responsible for fine-tuning the lipid 
transport machinery of the tear fluid similar to lipocalin. 

Tear film also contains other potential lipid-interacting lipids, such as group II 
phospholipase A2, a hydrolytic antibacterial enzyme that degrades the cell walls of gram-
positive bacteria and therefore is involved in the host defence mechanism of the ocular 
surface (Nevalainen et al. 1994). Additionally, tear fluid contains lipid-modifying 
enzymes, such as acidic and neutral sphingomyelinases, acidic and neutral ceramidases, 
and PC-specific phospholipase C secreted by the epithelial cells  (Robciuc et al. 2014). 
Altogether, it appears that protein-lipid interactions have a vital function in maintaining 
the lipid homeostasis of the tear film. 
 
 
2.3.3 Tear film lipid layer (TFLL) 
Lipids form a thin oily layer, a tear film lipid layer, over the aqueous tears. The lipids 
forming this layer are partly secreted by the meibomian glands (Butovich et al. 2008). 
Over the past decades, the opinion on the meibum composition has varied with the 
development of more advanced analysis techniques. Despite the variety of compositions, 
sterol esters, and WEs have retained their position as the most abundant lipid species in 
meibum. With increased knowledge of lipid composition and their behaviour at the air-
water interface, it has become increasingly evident that the somewhat non-polar 
meibomian lipids need to be accompanied by polar lipids, such as PLs (McCulley and 
Shine 1997). The non-polar lipids cannot form a uniformly spread layer at the air-tear 
interface due to their physico-chemical properties, i.e., their hydrophobic nature drives 
them into aggregates, thus minimising the contact area with the polar water molecules 
(Figure 3A). However, the amphiphilic molecules, such as PLs, facilitate the spreading of 
the non-polar lipid species. This is attained by the formation of a layered structure, where 
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the PLs adopt an orientation in which their head groups are located in the water and their 
non-polar hydrocarbon chains point towards the air. The non-polar lipid species form an 
overlaying lipid layer on top of the interfacial PLs (Figure 3B). Therefore, the PL-layer 
effectively minimises the energetically unfavourable contact between non-polar lipids 
and water. This layered model is in line with tear lipocalin binding studies, which show 
that lipocalin readily binds amphiphilic lipids in TFLL but does not bind cholesteryl 
esters (CE) (Glasgow et al. 1995). This suggests that the polar lipids located at the air-
tear interface hinder the interaction of lipocalin and cholesteryl esters at the overlaying 
non-polar layer. The source of PLs in tear fluid is still obscure; in addition to the 
meibomian gland, polar lipids may originate from the corneal or conjunctival epithelial 
cells (Butovich 2008). 

One of the TFLL functions is to stabilise the tear film by lowering the aqueous tear 
surface tension. Tear film is also thought to retard the evaporation of water from the 
ocular surface. The in vivo studies support this theory by showing extremely low 
evaporation rates (Mishima and Maurice 1961, Iwata et al. 1969, Craig and Tomlinson 
1997, Craig et al. 2000), whereas the few existing in vitro studies have not been able to 
show any support for this theory (Borchman et al. 2009, Herok et al. 2009, Cerretani et 
al. 2013). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Hypothetical illustration of the effect of amphiphiles on the spreading of non-polar 
lipids. (A) Hydrophobic lipids at the air-water interface possess a tendency to aggregate and 
therefore do not form a homogenous lipid layer. 
(B) Amphipathic phospholipids form uniform monolayers, thereby rendering the interface 
hydrophobic and providing a suitable interface for non-polar lipid spreading. Adapted from 
Rantamäki et al. 2011. 
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2.3.3.1 Non-polar lipids 

The composition of the TFLL has become better known during the past decade, 
especially with the rapid development of mass spectrometric techniques. The typical 
study subject has been meibum due to its better availability than that of tears. Meibum 
primarily contains WEs and CEs. WEs cover 30-50% (Butovich et al. 2012) and CEs 
cover 30% (Butovich 2010) of the total meibomian lipid. The WEs are mainly 
unsaturated (82%); approximately 90% of the unsaturated WEs are oleates (18:1) and 
<10% are palmitoleates (16:1). Among the unsaturated WEs, <3% are polyunsaturated. 
Among the remaining 18% of saturated WEs, the acyl chain lengths range from C16 to 
C18, which are mostly branched. The main WE alkoxy chain lengths range from 24:0 to 
27:0, and the chains are mostly branched (Nicolaides et al. 1981, Butovich 2011). 

The acyl chain lengths in meibum CEs are largely longer than those encountered 
elsewhere in humans and animals (Butovich 2010). The chain lengths range from 16 to 
32 carbons, and the major proportion consists of 26:0, 25:0, 24:0, 27:0, 24:1, 18:1, 20:0 
chains. 

A WE-like lipid class, (O-acyl)-omega-hydroxy fatty acids (OAHFA), originally 
described in meibum nearly 30 years ago (Nicolaides and Santos 1985), constitute 4% of 
meibum and therefore are supposedly present in the tear film lipid layer (Butovich 2013). 
However, until now, no studies have investigated the OAHFA content of tear fluid. 
OAHFAs have been reported to be significantly more hydrophilic in physiological pH 
than the WEs having very similar structures (Butovich 2011). This is due to the 
additional carboxyl group compared to WEs. Therefore, it has been suggested that the 
OAHFAs would be the major polar lipid in the TFLL instead of PLs. However, the 
surface-active behaviour of the OAHFAs at the air-water interface does not seem to 
differ considerably from that of WEs; both lipids show a tendency to aggregate (Schuett 
and Millar 2013). 

In addition to the aforementioned main lipid classes, meibum also contains minor 
lipid species, such as triacyl glycerols, diacyl glycerol, free fatty acids (Butovich 2011), 
and free cholesterol (Arciniega et al. 2013). 
 
 
2.3.3.2 Polar lipids 

Only a few studies have recently been published regarding the lipid composition of 
tear fluid samples collected from the ocular surface (Ham et al. 2005, Saville et al. 2010, 
Saville et al. 2011, Dean and Glasgow 2012, Arciniega et al. 2013). The reasons for this 
are evident. The lipids in the aqueous tear samples are extremely diluted compared to the 
meibum, which, in contrast, is essentially pure lipid. Collecting analysable volumes of 
tear fluid is laborious, and the samples may become contaminated more easily during 
collection and handling. In addition, the employed techniques need to be highly sensitive 
and selective due to the low lipid concentrations. The tear fluid lipid composition seems 
to differ from the meibum composition and should therefore be studied in more detail. 

The recent tear fluid studies have concentrated mainly on the PL content of the tear 
fluid. These studies have been criticised because, in such low concentrations (on the 
scale of micromols per litre), the PLs could not have any considerable impact on the 
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TFLL structure (Butovich 2013). However, these conclusions are based on rough 
estimations of the lipid class proportions in TFLL. The exact lipid composition of TFLL 
is not known because comprehensive profiling of polar and non-polar lipids cannot be 
performed within the same mass spectrometric method. Therefore, a reliable comparison 
between the polar and non-polar lipid proportions cannot be made. 

Based on the very few mass spectrometric tear fluid studies, phosphatidylcholines 
(PCs) are the most abundant PLs in tear fluid, followed by sphingomyelin (SM) and 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) (Ham et al. 2005, Saville et al. 2010, Saville et al. 2011, 
Dean and Glasgow 2012). The total number of carbons in the acyl chains, both saturated 
and unsaturated, ranged from 30 to 40 carbons, which suggests individual chain lengths 
from C16 to C24. PLs have also been detected in meibum utilising mass spectrometric 
techniques (Saville et al. 2011, Chen et al. 2010, Lam et al. 2011, Butovich et al. 2007, 
Butovich et al. 2007, Butovich 2009), but in these studies, the reported proportions have 
been miniscule compared to the quantities of the major meibum lipids. 
 
 
 
2.4 Tear film dynamics, blinking, and tear break-up 
The quasi-stagnant tear film is in fact a somewhat dynamic environment at the 
microscopic level. A balance prevails between tear fluid secretion and drainage (Palakuru 
et al. 2007). The main and accessory lacrimal glands secrete aqueous tears, with a small 
addition from the conjunctiva (Dartt 2009), and the tears are drained via the nasolacrimal 
system. An important fraction of the aqueous phase is also lost through evaporation 
(King-Smith et al. 2004). The blinking-reflex-provoked sweeping motion of the lids 
(mainly that of the upper lid) protects the exposed ocular surface by restoring an intact 
tear film lipid layer after each blink. During the sweeping motion, an aliquot of 
meibomian lipid is spread from the lid margin onto the aqueous layer of the tear film, 
where it forms the tear film lipid layer (Foulks and Bron 2003, Bron et al. 2004). 
Meibomian gland lipid production arises from the continuous secretory activity of the 
glands and from the squeezing action of the lids. The compression caused by the stroke 
of the lids and subsequent spontaneous expansion of the TFLL after opening the eye is 
well recognised; however, the extent of its reorganisation is somewhat unknown. The 
extent to which the aqueous phase is influenced by the blink is also unrecognised 
(Tiffany 1997, Owens and Phillips 2001). After the upsweep of the upper lid, the TFLL 
spreads upwards and proceeds with an initial velocity that logarithmically decays to zero 
(Owens and Phillips 2001, Goto and Tseng 2003). TFLL stabilises into a somewhat static 
state after approximately one second after a blink, after which the tear film starts to 
rupture if the eye is not blinked. Depending on the subject, the tear break-up time of a 
healthy eye ranges from a few seconds to 20 seconds (Nichols et al. 2002). In patients 
with ADDE or with a pathological corneal epithelium, tear break-up may occur already 
within the normal interblink period and therefore lead to the formation of a dry spot. The 
reasons for the tear break-up may be numerous, such as the excess evaporation of water 
from the ocular surface (King-Smith et al. 2009). 
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It was originally suggested that the lipid layer spreads over the aqueous layer in two 
stages (Holly 1973). (i) The polar lipids spread over the air-water interface in the wake of 
the lid upsweep, and (ii) the non-polar lipids subsequently spread over the polar lipids, 
driven by the hydrophobic interactions of the PL fatty acyl chains (Yokoi et al. 2008). 
The initial flow force driving the spreading of the lipids would therefore be the surface 
tension gradient across the cornea (Marangoni flow). A more modern theory of the tear 
film behaviour during and after blinking is that the lipid layer only folds and returns to 
the initial state in organised fashion without significant reformation or exchange of lipids 
(Bron et al. 2004). 

 
 
 

2.5 Lipid monolayers 
 

2.5.1 Surface tension and surfactants 
Liquids with strong intermolecular forces, such as water with the characteristic hydrogen 
bonding, possess high surface tension. In short, the molecules at the liquid-gas interface 
experience differing attractive interactions with the neighbouring molecules relative to 
the molecules in the bulk of the liquid. This unfavourable energy state of the system 
induced by the high-energy boundary molecules is decreased by minimising the surface 
area relative to the volume of the liquid observed as a curvature of a water droplet. The 
high surface tension of water is observed, for instance, as poor wetting of surfaces. 

Amphipathic molecules, such as lipids, decrease the surface tension of water. 
Specifically, PLs are efficient biological surfactants. These molecules adapt an 
orientation at the air-water interface in which the hydrocarbon chains point towards the 
gas phase and the hydrophilic head groups face the aqueous phase (Möhwald 1990). 
When the surface concentration of the PLs, i.e., the average distance between 
neighbouring molecules, reaches a certain lipid-specific threshold, the lipids start to 
interact with each other. The interactions of the neighbouring polar head groups are 
repulsive due to the charged phosphate and nitrogen groups, whereas at extremely short 
inter-molecular distances, the hydrocarbon chains form attractive van der Waals 
interactions between each other. However, the total interaction between the molecules is 
highly repulsive because the repulsive forces are considerably larger than the weak van 
der Waals interactions. Therefore, a high surface concentration of lipids is needed to 
force these molecules close to each other. The short distance between the repulsive 
molecules creates a collective lateral tension (pressure) that is opposite to the surface 
tension of the interface, thereby decreasing the curvature of the interface and aiding 
spreading of the liquid. The interactions between the acyl chains retain the orientation of 
the individual molecules and therefore the organised structure of the lipid layer under 
high lateral pressure. The lipid-monolayer-induced decrease in the surface pressure 
relative to the clean interface can be measured as surface pressure using a Langmuir film 
balance. 
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2.5.2 Co-operativity and phase transitions 

Because polar lipids dissolve poorly in aqueous solutions, the high-energy state of the 
molecules drives the molecules into three-dimensional low-energy lipid aggregates, such 
as micelles and liposomes. The hydrophobic, electrostatic, and steric forces between 
neighbouring molecules mainly determine the form of the spontaneously formed lipid 
aggregates (Luisi et al. 2008). In addition to the cell bilayers and cell compartments, 
more specialised examples of this phenomenon are the lung surfactant and TFLL, which, 
despite their complex structures, are essentially monolayers. 

A single lipid molecule cannot undergo a phase transition; instead, phase transitions 
in lipid membranes arise from the co-operativity of lipids. (Möhwald 1990). Lateral 
compression of the lipid monolayers causes a decrease in the area occupied by each lipid 
molecule. Therefore, the freedom of motion of a single lipid molecule decreases as the 
neighbouring molecules interact with each other. Compression of an expanded (gas-
phase) lipid film results in organisation into a liquid-expanded (LE) phase. Under 
continuous compression, monolayers composed of certain, typically saturated PLs, 
transition from a LE phase to a liquid-condensed (LC) phase. The transition from the LE 
phase to the LC phase depends largely on the attraction of the acyl chains between the 
lipid molecules. As the transition proceeds, the configuration of the fatty acyl chains 
changes, as shown in Figure 4. This transition results in a trans-gauche rotational 
isomerisation of the acyl chains, observed as a decrease in the area occupied by a single 
lipid molecule and as an increase in the monolayer thickness due to a change in the acyl 
chain tilt angle. The LE-to-LC transition proceeds through the formation of LC domains 
that grow and fuse during compression. The domains may obtain various shapes and 
sizes depending on the interplay of line tension and electrostatic repulsion of the domains 
(Holopainen et al. 2001, Karttunen et al. 2009). Upon expansion of the monolayer, a 
reversible phase transition from a LC phase to a LE phase occurs. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. The acyl chains undergo a change in configuration during the phase transition from a 
liquid-expanded phase to a liquid-condensed phase. The increase in collective van der Waals 
interactions between the acyl chains results in a condensed collapse-resistant monolayer. Adapted 
from Rantamäki et al. 2011. 
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With increasing lateral pressure, the increased order of a lipid monolayer reaches a state 
in which the molecules cannot be accommodated in one layer. Consequently, the 
monolayer collapses, i.e., parts of the lipids are driven into coexisting three-dimensional 
aggregates instead of the two-dimensional monolayer. After collapse, the lateral pressure 
within the layer does not increase, i.e., the surface pressure reaches a plateau. Depending 
on the lipid species, the lipids may be displaced from the monolayer to bulky three-
dimensional aggregates. During expansion of the layer, the aggregates may not spread 
reversibly, and this is detected in isotherms as hysteresis. A layer composed of certain 
lipids may fold in a more organised fashion and thus are more rapidly spread during 
expansion of the lipid layer. Lipids in the LC phase are more resistant to collapsing and 
may thus reach high surface pressures. 

The behaviour of the lipid layer under lateral compression depends on the properties 
of the lipid species and on the surrounding environment. The magnitude of the attractive 
van der Waals forces between hydrocarbon chains is dependent on the length and 
saturation of the chains, which considerably affect the cross-sectional area of the 
molecule. For instance, unsaturated PLs, such as egg-yolk PC (eggPC), do not undergo a 
compression-induced LE-to-LC phase transition at physiological temperature because the 
kink formed by the double bond prevents the required interactions between the chains. 
Vice versa, saturated PLs, such as dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), readily 
undergo this phase transition. 

In addition to the structural properties of the lipids, temperature has an effect on the 
phase transition behaviour of the monolayers. Lipids in the monolayer possess a 
characteristic phase transition temperature. The lipid layer undergoes a transition from a 
gel phase to a liquid crystalline phase when the temperature exceeds the phase transition 
temperature. This monolayer “melting point” is not necessarily equivalent to the bulk 
melting temperature of the lipid. The temperature-induced transition in the packing 
density of the lipid molecules is caused by the change in the thermal motion of the 
hydrocarbon chains and therefore affects the order of these chains in a very similar 
fashion to the LC-to-LE transition. 

Additionally, minute variations in the lipid composition or changes in the pH and 
ionic strength (affecting the charge of the head groups) may result in significant changes 
in the physical behaviour of these lipid layers. 

The complexity of the inter-lipid interactions increases considerably in lipid layers, 
which contain several lipid species. For instance, mixtures containing both polar and 
hydrophobic non-polar lipids tend to from multi-layered structures as a function of the 
molecular area. This increased complexity significantly complicates the investigation of 
such layers. 
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2.6 Organisation of TFLL 
The TFLL is assumed to retain a somewhat stable organisation in response to the 
dynamic environment, which the sweeping lids create. The organisation is maintained 
whenever the lipid layer is capable of handling rapid area changes during compression by 
re-organisation of the lateral molecular packing and certain mechanism of folding. 
Equally important is the instantaneous re-spreading of the folded stage. The capability of 
the TFLL to reorganise arises from the composition of the layer. The molecular level 
organisation also affects the rheological behaviour of the TFLL. 
 
 
2.6.1 Molecular level behaviour of TFLL 
The number of studies aiming to explain the molecular organisation of the TFLL is very 
limited. Because of the partly unsolved composition of the tear film, there are two 
differing approaches to studying the molecular level behaviour of the TFLL in vitro – 
using either meibum or artificial TFLL-like compositions as the lipid layer models. Both 
of these options have their advantages and disadvantages. 
 
 
2.6.1.1 Meibum studies 

The behaviour of meibum at the air-water interface is typically studied using methods 
such as Langmuir film or pendant drop techniques. Interpretation of the results obtained 
from these techniques most often requires that the composition of the lipid layer is 
precisely known. Therefore, the analysis of the results obtained from these studies is very 
demanding due to the compositional complexity of the meibum, and the results may 
leave room for subjective interpretations. However, the advantage of the meibum studies 
is that the lipid composition represents the TFLL very closely. 

Mainly based on the meibum studies and the composition of meibum, a novel model 
of the TFLL structure has been presented – a duplex film (Millar and King-Smith 2012, 
Rosenfeld et al. 2013, Cerretani et al. 2013). This model, as the name suggests, also 
consists of two layers, but it somewhat differs from the previous multi-layered structure 
(McCulley and Shine 1997). The second layer consists of unorganised bulky lipid phase 
overlaid on top of the organised layer located at the lipid-water interface. According to 
this model, the overlaying phase, possibly composed of molten WEs, is mainly in the 
liquid state at physiologic temperature, but it also contains ordered lamellar particles, 
most likely CEs, dispersed in the liquid phase. 

 
 

2.6.1.2 TFLL-like compositions 

TFLL-like compositions typically contain two to four lipid components selected based on 
the TFLL composition. The advantage is that the lipid layer typically only contains the 
main lipid classes contained by the TFLL, and due to the more simple composition, the 
results are easier to interpret and leave less room for subjective evaluation. Additionally, 
the limited number of lipid components allows molecular simulations to be performed as 
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supporting information. The disadvantage is that the lipid layer compositions do not 
entirely represent the composition of in vivo TFLL. 

The lipid organisation and dynamics have recently been attempted to clarify with 
TFLL-like composition of 60% egg-yolk phosphatidylcholine (eggPC), 20% free fatty 
acids, 10% cholesteryl oleate (CO), and 10% triglycerides (TGs) (Kulovesi et al., 2010). 
The TFLL-like layer was compared to an eggPC monolayer using Langmuir-film balance 
techniques, X-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy, and Brewster angle microscopy 
(BAM) and finally complemented by molecular simulations. The results suggest that a 
layered structure is formed as proposed originally by McCulley and Shine (1997); polar 
eggPC and free fatty acids are located at the air-water interface, and the non-polar layer 
of CO and TGs overlays the polar lipids. However, the organisation of this layered 
structure depends on surface pressure. With increasing surface pressure, the non-polar 
lipids were found to form tubular and round-like neutral lipid aggregates at the air-PL 
interface. 

The near-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations showed that at low surface 
pressures, CO molecules and TG molecules were located between PLs and free fatty 
acids. With a gradual increase in surface pressure, COs and TGs diffused to the PL-air 
interface and formed a separate phase on a microscopic scale. These aggregates fused 
and finally formed a unified CO/TG phase. Simultaneously, the underlying PL/fatty acid 
monolayer folded towards the aqueous phase, forming a lipoprotein-like structure where 
non-polar lipids were enclosed by a PL monolayer. Another study (Kulovesi et al. 2012) 
with similar compositions concentrated on the impact of the non-polar lipids on the 
behaviour of the TFLL-like layer. The non-polar lipid proportion of ≤20%, namely the 
proportion of CO and TGs, seemed to increase the compressibility relative to the eggPC 
monolayer, whereas larger proportions resulted in excessive aggregation of the non-polar 
phase and, therefore, increased the instability of the layer. 

 
 
2.6.2 Rheological properties of TFLL 
TFLL is a viscoelastic lipid layer. Viscoelasticity is a physicochemical property, which 
allows dynamic films such as TFLL to resist deformations. Rheology studies 
quantitatively determine how materials that have viscous and elastic properties deform 
when stress is applied as a function of force, time, and spatial orientation (Janmey and 
Schliwa 2008). Elasticity describes the ability of the matter to return to the initial shape 
after the stress is removed, whereas viscosity describes the ability of the matter to flow. 
Typically, rheological properties are measured for bulk, i.e., three-dimensional, 
materials. This should be separated from surface rheological properties, which describe 
the rheological properties in two-dimensional systems such as monolayers. Therefore, the 
rheological properties of a bulk material do not apply when the same material is spread 
as a monolayer. The elasticity of a monolayer in two dimensions mainly describes how 
the monolayer restores (spreads) to the initial form when the deforming force is removed, 
whereas viscosity describes how motion is dampened in the layer (Yokoi et al. 2008). 

The main deforming force affecting TFLL originates from the compression-relaxation 
cycles induced by the sweeping lids. The viscoelastic properties have been observed in 
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vivo using video-interferometric techniques (Yokoi et al. 2008, Goto and Tseng 2003). 
The main indication of TFLL viscoelasticity is detected post blink, when the lipid layer 
spreads over the air-tear interface restoring to the pre-blink form almost identically. This 
suggests that the TFLL possesses elastic characteristics. The viscous component of the 
behaviour is observed as a damping of the spreading motion towards the end of the 
spreading. Despite the rapid initial rate of spreading, the motion stops only after a period 
of approximately one second. In addition to the ability to fold and spread rapidly, the 
viscoelastic properties may play a significant role in stabilisation of the tear film during 
the inter-blink period, therefore retarding the tear film break-up (Rosenfeld and Fuller 
2012). 

Similar properties have been measured for meibum and artificial TFLL compositions 
in vitro (Kulovesi et al. 2010, Leiske et al. 2010, Kulovesi et al. 2012, Arciniega et al. 
2013, Raju et al. 2013). However, the interpretation of the results and assessment of their 
physiological relevance has proven to be problematic. 

 
 
 

2.7 Retardation of evaporation by lipid monolayers 
The properties that affect the evaporation-retarding effect of one-component monolayers 
are well established (Barnes 2008). Typically, monolayers composed of polar lipids, such 
as fatty alcohols and fatty acids, which have a small head group and long saturated 
hydrocarbon chain, retard evaporation effectively. A common property of these 
monolayers is a low compressibility. The molecules organise into condensed lipid layers, 
even at low surface pressures, due to the small head group and low inter-molecular 
repulsion between these groups. The low compressibility is observed as a rapid increase 
in surface pressure when the lipid layer is compressed because very little reorganisation 
takes place in the monolayer. Fatty alcohol monolayers, for instance, decrease the 
evaporation by ~60% (La Mer and Healy 1965). The ability to control the diffusion of 
water molecules through the lipid layer is due to the attractive van der Waals interactions 
between hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains because the free volume between the 
molecules is very low (Patra et al. 2006). The evaporation-retardant effect increases with 
increasing surface pressure due to the decrease in hydrocarbon chain tilt and the resulting 
increase in monolayer thickness before reaching a lipid-species-dependent plateau 
(Henry et al. 2010). With mixed monolayers containing two evaporation-retarding lipids, 
the total evaporation resistance is the sum of their individual resistances (Rosano and La 
Mer 1956). 

The mechanistic knowledge of the potential evaporation-retarding effect of TFLL is 
very limited. The theory of an evaporation-retarding TFLL originates from the in vivo 
evaporation rate measurements, which show that the evaporation from the ocular surface 
is multiple orders of magnitude slower than from an air-water interface in vitro 
(Borchman et al. 2009). However, the problematic aspect with in vivo measurements is 
that the evaporation rate cannot be measured without the TFLL to define the total effect 
of the TFLL on evaporation in the entire tear film structure. Few studies have 
investigated the evaporation-retarding effect of the TFLL-like layers in vitro, and the 
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potential mechanism behind evaporation-retarding TFLL is still unclear. According to in 
vitro studies, meibum layers result in a reduction of only 6% to 8% in the evaporation 
rate at near-physiologic temperatures (Herok et al. 2009, Cerretani et al. 2013). 
 
 
 
2.8 TFLL and lung surfactant  
TFLL and pulmonary surfactant share several similar properties (Rantamäki et al. 2011). 
Whereas TFLL covers the aqueous layer lining the ocular surface, pulmonary or lung 
surfactant covers the aqueous hypophase lining the alveolar epithelium. Tear fluid as 
well as lung surfactant and the underlying hypophase both contain a variety of lipids and 
proteins, and they have a distinct structure, which defines their respective functions. Both 
films consist of an aqueous layer lining the epithelium and an anterior lipid layer at the 
air-water interface. The films function in a very dynamic environment due to the blinking 
of the eye and expansion-contraction breathing cycle of the alveoli in lungs. 

The function of the surfactant is to control the surface tension of the alveolar 
epithelium (Notter 2000). Because lungs contain alveoli of different sizes, different 
pressures are needed to inflate them. Without the lipids at the air-water interface, an 
alveolus with a large radius has a lower surface tension than an alveolus with a smaller 
radius, and thus, the two require different pressures to inflate. The lipid layer adjusts the 
surface tension as a function of the alveolar radius, thereby fully inflating all the alveoli 
at differing pressures and preventing collapse or over inflation. The reduced surface 
tension also decreases the pressure needed to inflate the lungs, thereby allowing easier 
breathing. 

 
 
2.8.1 Lipid composition of lung surfactant 
Lung surfactant contains 85-90% (w/w) of PLs, 4-7% of non-polar lipids, and 6-8% of 
proteins (Notter 2000). The lung surfactant is synthesised by epithelial alveolar type II 
cells and stored and secreted by exocytosis from the lamellar body organelles located in 
the cytoplasm of these cells. In the hypophase, the surfactant components form 
heterogeneous protein-lipid aggregates, such as tubular myelin. From these aggregates, 
the components of the lipid layer are adsorbed to the surface. Type II cells also take up 
the surfactant by endocytosis; components may be used again for the synthesis of new 
surfactant or may be recycled. The half-life of the lung surfactant varies from a few hours 
to 30 hours depending on the surfactant component and the age and species of the subject 
(Ikegami and Jobe, 1998). 

The most abundant PL class is PC, constituting ~80% (w/w) of all PLs (Veldhuizen et 
al. 1998). DPPC comprises 40-50% of all PCs and, therefore, one-third of the total PLs. 
Other abundant PLs in mammals are phosphatidylglycerol (~10% of total PLs) and, in 
humans, PE ~12% (other mammals only 2% to 5%). In all mammals, lysoPC, 
phosphatidylinositol, phosphatidylserine (PS), and SM are also found in small amounts. 
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The most profuse non-polar lipid is cholesterol, which comprises 80-90% of all non-
polar lipids and ~4% of the total lipids (Veldhuizen et al. 1998). Minor lipids are CEs, 
free fatty acids, and mono-, di-, and triacylglycerols. 

 
 

2.8.2 Protein composition of lung surfactant 
The proteins involved in the organisation and function of the lung surfactant lipid layer 
are better known than the similar proteins in the tear film. Lung surfactant contains four 
surfactant proteins (SP) named SP-A, SP-B, SP-C, and SP-D (Johansson et al. 1994). SP-
A comprises approximately half of the total protein mass of the surfactant proteins, 
whereas SP-B, SP-C, and SP-D each account for less than 1%. SP-A, SP-B, SP-C, and 
possibly SP-D facilitate the trafficking of lipids between the monolayer/bilayer structures 
at the interface and tubular myelin structures (Notter 2000). The tubular myelins are 
microstructures composed of lipid bilayers and proteins, and they act as lipid storage in 
the lung surfactant hypophase. The proteins aid the transport and adsorption of the lipids 
by disrupting and fusing the lipid structures and also function as organising components 
in these structures. 

Interestingly, both fluids share a number of lipid-interacting proteins, such as 
lipocalins (Glasgow et al. 1995, Wattiez et al. 2000, Merkel et al. 2005), lipophilin 
(Lehrer et al. 1998), PLTP (Albers et al. 1995, Jiang et al. 1998, Jauhiainen et al. 2005), 
and surfactant proteins A, B, C, and D (Brauer et al. 2007, Brauer et al. 2007), which 
suggests that such proteins may be involved in maintaining homeostasis in both films.  

Proteins involved in the defence response, immune response, stress response, and 
proteolysis are well represented in both fluids, as illustrated in Figure 5 presenting the 
relevant biological processes (de Souza et al. 2006, Gharib et al. 2009). This emphasises 
the importance of host defence in both fluids. However, there are also notable 
differences: lung surfactant contains a large number of proteins involved in cell adhesion 
and motility as well as programmed cell death, whereas a large proportion of proteins in 
tear fluid are involved in bacterial defence and inflammatory-response proteins, 
indicating the intimate interaction between the ocular surface and surrounding pathogens. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. The relevant biological processes in tear fluid (de Souza et al. 2006) and lung 
surfactant (Gharib et al. 2009). The numbers designate the number of proteins in each group; n 
designates the total number of proteins investigated. Adapted from Rantamäki et al. 2011. 
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2.8.3 Surface activity of lung surfactant 
The lung surfactant is able to reduce surface tension to very low values. The underlying 
molecular mechanism for producing low surface tensions is not completely understood, 
but it may be due to the high content of DPPC in lung surfactant (Notter 2000). At small 
molecular areas, i.e., high surface concentration of lipids, a DPPC monolayer produces 
surface pressures of over 70 mN/m, i.e., surface tensions below 1 mN/m. At low 
molecular areas, the saturated DPPC monolayer transitions from LE phase to LC phase – 
a highly viscous solid-like state that explains the collapse resistance of a DPPC 
monolayer (Yan et al. 2007). As described by a classical model, the lateral compression 
of a mixed DPPC-containing monolayer at low molecular areas causes “the squeeze-out” 
of fluid-like non-DPPC components and results in enrichment of the monolayer with 
solid DPPC (Zuo and Possmayer 2007). 

Because the experimental studies regarding surfactant behaviour are challenging, 
molecular simulations have been used to complement experiments. At extremely low 
molecular areas, the surfactant layers begin to fold in an organised fashion. Based on the 
simulation, instead of taking place at the air-lipid interface, the folding occurs at the 
lipid-water interface below the monolayer (Baoukina et al. 2007). At high surface 
concentrations, the lipid monolayer folds into bilayer structures finally forming 
liposome-like structures (Baoukina et al. 2008). In contrast, the amphipathic layer of the 
TFLL folds towards the aqueous phase and the accompanying non-polar lipids phase 
separate forming lipoprotein-like structures at the lipid-air interface. 
 
 
2.8.4 Composition defines the functions of TFLL and lung surfactant 
To conclude, the lipid composition plays a necessary role in the function of tear film and 
lung surfactant (Rantamäki et al. 2011). The main function of the tear film lipid layer is 
to reduce surface tension and to reduce evaporation of the tear fluid, whereas the main 
function of lung surfactant is to reduce surface pressure effectively to close-to-zero 
values. Tear fluid and lung surfactant both contain polar lipids, mainly PLs, and non-
polar neutral lipids. The essential difference between these lipid layers is the relative 
proportions of these two lipid groups. Lung surfactant contains mainly PLs and less than 
10% of non-polar lipids. In contrast, TFLL contains, in addition to PLs, a substantial 
proportion of non-polar lipids. The differing compositions define the molecular 
organisation of the lipid layers, and plausibly, the proteins also affect the organisation of 
the lipids. While lung surfactant is mostly a monolayer, it also contains multilayer 
regions possibly caused by a collapsed monolayer and adsorption of lipids from the 
hypophase. In contrast, TFLL consists of a polar lipid layer at the air-water interface 
accompanied by the overlaying non-polar lipid layer. The differences in the composition 
and structure also result in differing folding/re-spreading behaviour under the 
characteristic compression-expansion cycles the layers undergo in vivo. 
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3. AIMS OF THE STUDY 
The aim of this thesis project was to study the composition and structure of the tear film 
lipid layer using in vitro methods and to uncover more details of TFLL function, 
particularly the potential evaporation-retarding effect of the layer. 

The specific goals were as follows: 

1. Reveal the lipid composition of human tear fluid, and specifically, demonstrate 
that phospholipids exist in human tear fluid. A secondary goal was to illustrate a 
plausible function for the phospholipids in the TFLL. 

2. Study the evaporation-retarding effect of TFLL-like lipid layers in vitro. 

3. Investigate in more detail the evaporation-retarding effect of a specific TFLL 
lipid class: wax esters. 
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4. METHODS 
	  

4.1 Tear fluid samples 
The experiments on the human tear fluid samples were performed according to the 
guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. The Ethical Committee of the Helsinki-
Uusimaa Hospital District approved this research. Written informed consent was 
obtained from each subject. Glass micropipettes (5 µL, Blaubrand Intramark, Brand 
GmbH, Wertheim, Germany) were used to collect tear samples from the lower 
conjunctival sac of 30 healthy volunteers (age 20–55 years). The tear collection under a 
biomicroscope was performed during multiple sessions causing the least possible 
irritation of the conjunctiva to minimise cellular contamination and reflex-tearing-
induced sample dilution. The samples were instantly cooled to +4 °C, centrifuged at      
13 000 rpm for 5 min to remove any possible cellular debris contamination, and the 
collected supernatant was stored at -20 °C until analysis. Cellular contamination of the 
sample pools was controlled by Western blotting using anti-actin rabbit polyclonal 
antibodies (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Corneal epithelial cell lysate was used 
as a positive control. 
 
	  
	  
4.2 Sample pre-treatment 
For thin layer chromatography (TLC), lipids were extracted from ~80 µL of tear fluid 
using an adapted Folch method (Folch et al. 1957). In short, the proteins were 
precipitated from the tear fluid sample by addition of a chloroform-methanol solution. 
Then, the lipids were extracted from the supernatant so that the total composition of the 
solution (including the supernatant from the precipitation) was 8:4:3 
chloroform/methanol/water (v/v). The aqueous phase was extracted with a 
chloroform/methanol/water (68:14:1) solution, and the organic phases from both 
extractions were combined. The solvent was evaporated, and the extracted lipids were 
dissolved in chloroform. The sample was divided into two aliquots and applied to thin 
TLC Silica gel 60 glass plates (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). 

For mass spectrometric analysis, tear samples collected from the subjects were pooled 
into two separate samples for lipid composition analysis. The pooled tear samples (2x75 
µL) were spiked with 20 µL of a standard mixture containing ten lipid class standards 
(lysoPC, PC, PE, PS, phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylglycerol, ceramide, 
monoacylglycerol, diacylglycerol, and TG as their heptadecanoic derivatives) at levels of 
0.18–0.22 µg. Lipids were extracted with 100 µL of chloroform:methanol (2:1) by 
vortexing for 2 min at room temperature. Following 1 hour of incubation, the samples 
were centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 3 min, and the lower organic solvent layers were 
separated into glass vials containing another lipid standard mixture (labelled lysoPC, PC 
and TG standards at a level of 0.1 µg). The samples were evaporated to dryness and 
dissolved in 20 µL of chloroform:methanol (2:1). The ratios between the unlabelled and 
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labelled standards were used to control the extraction procedure. In the sample set, non-
extracted and extracted standard samples were also included to assess the validity of the 
extraction. 
 
 
 
4.3 Lipid analysis 
	  

4.3.1 Enzymatic assays 
The concentrations of total cholesterol (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, 
Germany), choline-containing PLs (DiaSys Diagnostic System GmbH, Holzheim, 
Germany) and TGs (Roche Diagnostics) in pooled tear fluid samples were determined 
using enzymatic assays. A Victor2 1420 Multilabel Counter (Wallac Corp., Turku, 
Finland) was employed for the absorbance measurements. The respective assays for each 
class were performed twice. 
 
 
4.3.2 Thin layer chromatography 
TLC separations were performed for both polar and non-polar lipids. The eluent for polar 
lipid separation comprised 70:20:12:4:2 chloroform/methanol/acetic acid/formic 
acid/water and for non-polar lipids 80:20:1 hexane/diethyl ether/acetic acid. Following 
the separation, the plates were incubated in a solution containing 3% (w/w) copper 
sulphate and 8% (w/w) phosphoric acid and heat treated by raising temperature from 
ambient room temperature to 180 °C during 30–45 min. The charred lipids were detected 
from the plates by visual inspection and identified by comparison to proper lipid 
standards. The separation was performed for two pooled samples. 
 
 
4.3.3 Ultra performance liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry         
(UPLC-MS) 
The extracted lipids were analysed on a Waters Premier quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-
TOF) mass spectrometer (MS) combined with an Acquity ultra performance liquid 
chromatograph (UPLC). The separation was performed at 50 °C in an Acquity UPLCTM 
BEH C18 2.1x100 mm column with 1.7 mm particles. The injected sample volume was 
2.0 µL (Acquity Sample Organizer). The gradient eluent system consisted of component 
A: ultrapure water (1% 1 M NH4Ac, 0.1% HCOOH) and component B: LC/MS grade 
acetonitrile/isopropanol (1:1 (v/v), 1% 1 M NH4Ac, 0.1% HCOOH). The gradient 
composition changed from 65% A/35% B to 80% B in 2 min, followed by 100% B in 7 
min, and finally remained at this composition for 7 min. The column was re-equilibrated 
for 4 min before the next run. The flow rate was 0.4 mL/min. Reserpine was utilised as 
the lock spray reference compound. The lipid profiling was performed in ESI+ mode, 
and the data were collected at m/z range of 300–1200 with a scan duration of 0.2 s. The 
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data processing was carried out using MZmine 2 software (Pluskal et al. 2010), and the 
lipids were identified according to an internal spectral library (Yetukuri et al. 2007). 
 
 
 
4.4 Spreading experiments 
	  

4.4.1 Langmuir-Blodgett technique 
Samples for contact angle measurements were prepared using the Langmuir-Blodgett 
technique, i.e., a lipid monolayer from an air-water interface was transferred to a solid 
support. The freshly cleaved mica sheets (Agar Scientific Ltd, Stansted, UK) were 
vertically submerged through an air-water interface utilising a Langmuir balance unit 
(Minitrough, KSV Instruments Ltd., Helsinki, Finland). EggPC in 1 mM chloroform 
solution was applied to the interface. Preceding the transfer, the monolayer was 
compressed and relaxed twice to the transfer surface pressure of 20 mN/m or 30 mN/m. 
The transfer was performed at constant surface pressure by elevating the mica substrate 
through the air-water interface at 2 mm/min. The transfer ratio from the air-water 
interface to the mica support was approximately 1:1. 
 
 
 
4.4.2 Contact angle measurements 
The contact angles were measured using a CCD-camera-based contact angle meter 
(CAM 200, KSV Instruments Ltd., Helsinki, Finland). The contact angles were 
determined in the CAM200 software by using a fitting method based on the Young and 
Laplace equation. The liquid for which the contact angles were determined was 
commercial extra virgin olive oil composed of 10% (w/w) saturated, 80% 
monounsaturated and 10% polyunsaturated fatty acids. Olive oil is mainly composed of 
TGs and small amounts of free fatty acids, and therefore, it was used as a simple model 
substance replicating the non-polar lipids of the TFLL. An aliquot of olive oil was 
applied to the mica surface with a threaded plunger syringe (Hamilton Co., Reno, USA). 
The volume of the drop hanging on the needle was increased gradually until the drop 
detached from the tip. The camera automatically recorded 21 images every 33 ms and 
then 39 images at one image/second. The contact angles were defined in 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4, 0.7, 1.7, 4.7, 9.7, and 39.7-second intervals. A minimum of six contact angles were 
measured for each time point using two duplicate samples (3 drops per sample). The 
values are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. 
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4.5 Melting point determination 
The WE melting points (MPs) were determined using a Stuart SMP10 melting point 
apparatus (Bibby Scientific Ltd, Staffordshire, UK). The temperature was elevated          
2 °C/min until the melting transition was observed. The temperature accuracy of the 
apparatus at 20 °C was ±1 °C. The MP of each solid state WE (MP >25 °C) was 
determined four times. 
 
 
 
4.6 Evaporation rate determination 
Evaporation rates were measured using a custom-built system. The system was built 
around a Langmuir balance unit (KSV Instruments Minitrough, Helsinki, Finland) with a 
trough area of ~273 cm2. The temperature of the trough was controlled using an external 
heating thermostat (Lauda Eco E4, Königshofen, Germany). The temperature of the 
subphase was determined with a thermometer connected to the Langmuir balance unit. 
The unit was enclosed inside a poly(methyl methacrylate) cabinet. An airflow of dried 
and filtered air was used to remove humid air from the cabinet and, therefore, to diminish 
the effect of ambient humidity variations on the evaporation rate. To adjust the flow of 
air through the cabinet, an approximate air mass flow was determined using an airflow 
meter (Testo 410-1, Lenzkirch, Germany). The relative humidity inside the cabinet was 
measured using a digital hygrometer (Testo 608-H1, Lenzkirch, Germany). 

The evaporation rate determination was based on the evaporated mass of the 
subphase (phosphate buffered saline, PBS). The subphase mass was measured preceding 
the evaporation measurement. The subphase was placed into the trough, the lipid was 
applied in 10 mM chloroform solution to the air-water interface, and the surface pressure 
was measured with the Langmuir balance. The Wilhelmy plate was removed, and the 
front door of the cabinet was closed 10 min after the start. After 90 min, the trough was 
emptied, and the subphase was weighed again. For mass-to-volume conversions, a 
density of 1 g/mL was used for PBS. 
 
 
 
4.7 Brewster angle microscopy 
A KSV NIMA microBAM and KSV Mini trough (Helsinki, Finland) unit were used to 
observe the spreading and interfacial organisation of lipid layers at 35 °C. The lipids 
were applied to the air-water interface in 10 mM chloroform solution. Two differing 
methods were used in studies II and III. In study II, lipids were applied to the interface, 
the layer was compressed at a barrier speed of 10 mm/min, and images were captured at 
specific surface pressure points. In study III, to replicate the prevailing conditions during 
evaporation experiments, no compression was performed, and the spreading of the lipid 
layer was merely observed over a period of 15 min. 
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4.8 Langmuir film experiments 
A Mini trough Langmuir balance unit (KSV Instruments, Helsinki, Finland) was used to 
record compression isotherms for WE layers at 35 °C. The lipid in 10 mM chloroform 
solution was applied to the surface of the PBS subphase. The lipid layer was compressed 
and relaxed at a rate of 10 mm/min five times until either a 45 mN/m surface pressure 
was achieved or the barrier reached the stopper. The amount of the lipid applied to the 
interface was adjusted so that the maximum compression could be achieved on the fifth 
cycle starting from ~0 mN/m. 
 
 
 
4.9 Statistical methods 
In study I, Student’s t-test was employed to define the statistical significance between 
contact angles determined on a blank mica surface and on eggPC-coated mica. In studies 
II and III, a one-way ANOVA was employed to determine the statistical significance 
between the evaporation rate from the pure air-water interface and the evaporation rates 
through the lipid layers at the air-water interface. With both methods, a p<0.05 was 
considered significant. 
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5. RESULTS 
	  

5.1 Tear fluid lipid composition 
 

5.1.1 Tentative lipid composition 
We investigated the lipid composition of the tear fluid using TLC and enzymatic assays. 
We performed two separations for polar and non-polar lipids. We detected only very 
faint bands that, based on the elution distance, may have corresponded to SM (not 
shown). The separation for non-polar lipids showed a strong band eluting to an almost 
identical distance to that of a CE standard CO (Figure 6). We also detected faint bands 
eluting a similar distance as that of TGs and free cholesterol. The enzymatic assays 
resulted in concentrations of 48±14 µM for choline-containing PLs, 10±0 µM for TGs, 
and 21±18 µM for total cholesterol. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Thin layer chromatographic separation of the tear film non-polar lipids. Arrow 
designates the direction of eluent flow. FC, free cholesterol; TG, triglyceride mixture; CE, 
cholesteryl ester 
 
 
 
5.1.2 Lipids identified by UPLC-MS 
Based on UPLC-MS analysis, a total of 153 lipid species in six lipid classes were 
identified. Table 1 presents the concentrations of those six classes in tear fluid. Figure 7 
illustrates the molar proportions (mean ± standard deviation) for the five most abundant 
lipid classes among the identified lipids. Polar lipids PC and PE comprised 69±12% 
(mol/mol) and 19±7% of all identified lipids, respectively. The remaining proportion 
contained 6±3% non-polar TGs, 3.3±1.2% SMs, and 3.4±1.8% ceramide. 

The ten most abundant lipids ((lysoPCs (16:0), (18:1), (18:3), and (18:0); ether PEs 
(34:4) and (32:6); PEs (36:3) and (32:3); PC (36:3); and SM (d18:1/16:0)) comprised 
together 66±8% of all identified lipids. Unsaturated lipids covered 54±11% of all 
identified lipids. No free cholesterol or CEs were detected. 
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Table 1. The molar concentration of the identified tear film lipid classes based on the data 
obtained form UPLC-MS analysis.  

CLASS S1 (µM) S2  (µM) mean  (µM) SD  (µM) 

PC 13.8 28.0 20.9 10.1 

PE 5.3 5.2 5.2 0.1 

TG 1.7 1.3 1.5 0.3 

Cer 1.1 0.8 0.9 0.2 

SM 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 

PS 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 

TOTAL 22.9 36.3 29.6 9.5 

Cer, Ceramide; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; PS, phosphatidyl-
serine; SM, sphingomyelin; TG, triglyceride; TOTAL, total lipid concentration. 

 

 
Figure 7. Molar proportions of the five most abundant lipid classes as identified by UPLC-MS. 
Cer, Ceramide; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; SM, sphingomyelin; 
TG, triglyceride. 
 
 
 
5.2 The impact of phospholipids on spreading 
We hypothesised that polar lipids are required to facilitate uniform spreading of nonpolar 
lipids in the TFLL and demonstrated this phenomenon by a simple macroscopic 
experiment. A hydrophilic mica sheet was coated with a monolayer of eggPC, which 
represented a situation in which PLs were spread as a monolayer at the air-water 
interface. Olive oil was the model substance for non-polar lipids, whereas un-coated mica 
represented a blank air-water interface. 

Figure 8 visually illustrates the spreading of olive oil to a blank and eggPC-coated 
mica interfaces. Figure 9 shows the change in the contact angle as a function of time 
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during the first 4.7 s of spreading. At 0 s, the contact angle of a drop of olive oil on the 
blank interface was somewhat larger than on the eggPC-coated interface. At 0.1 s, the 
difference was more pronounced; the contact angles on the eggPC and blank mica 
interfaces were 57±2° and 71±6°, respectively. At 0.7 s, the spreading on the blank 
interface had stopped, whereas on the eggPC surface, the spreading continued. The 
minimum contact angles of 22±2° and 24±1° at respective surface pressures of 20 mN/m 
and 30 mN/m were significantly smaller compared to the minimum value of 45±1° on 
the blank surface.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. A photo sequence illustrating olive oil spreading on (A) blank mica and (B) on eggPC 
–coated mica. 
 
 
 

	  
Figure 9. Olive oil spreading illustrated as contact angle vs. time. Dashed line, blank mica; solid 
line, eggPC-coated mica (N=6) 
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5.3 Melting points of wax esters 
At room temperature, the WEs possessed three states: liquid, plastic wax, and powder. 
The MPs (Table 2) clearly followed the dependence on length and saturation of the 
hydrocarbon chains; lignoceryl lignocerate (LL) possessed the highest and behenyl 
arachidonate possessed the lowest MP. 
 
 
 
5.4 Retardation of evaporation 
The evaporation rate from the clean PBS interface at 35 °C was 10.90±0.12 µm/min 
(mean ± standard deviation) in study II and 11.2±0.3 µm/min in study III. In both studies, 
the respective values were set as reference evaporation rates. The performance of the 
system was controlled measuring evaporation rate through the behenyl alcohol (BAl) 
monolayer, which effectively retards evaporation. The decrease in evaporation rate 
induced by BAl was 45±2% in study II and 62±6% in study III. The results are given as a 
value ± propagation of uncertainty (based on evaporation rate standard errors). 
Additionally, at the reference temperatures of 30 °C and 41 °C in study III, PBS 
evaporation was 7.9±0.2 µm/min and 16.58±0.04 µm/min, respectively. The reduction in 
evaporation induced by BAl was 41±3% at 30 °C and 63±1% at 41 °C. Additionally in 
study II, a thick layer of olive oil (corresponding to thickness of 180 µm, if uniformly 
spread) was applied at the air-water interface to illustrate that macroscopic layers of oil 
retard evaporation. The decrease in evaporation rate induced by olive oil was 54±12%. 
 
 
5.4.1 Evaporation retarding effect of one-component and TFLL-like layers 
Simple PC monolayers did not decrease evaporation, whereas the evaporation rate 
through behenyl oleate (BO) layer decreased by 22.9±0.9%. This effect was maintained 
when BO was mixed with 10% (mol/mol) eggPC (1:9 PC/BO, 22.0±0.3%); however, 
lipid layers containing 40% and 90% of PC mixed with BO did not retard evaporation. 
The four component mixtures, PC/CO/TG/BO in ratios of 4:2:2:2, 1:3:3:3, and 1:1:1:7, 
were selected based on the lipid composition of study I, the composition of meibum, and 
the molecular level studies of similar compositions (Kulovesi et al. 2010, 2012). These 
compositions, however, did not demonstrate a significant decrease in evaporation rate. In 
summary, BO and 1:9 PC/BO layers decreased evaporation significantly compared to the 
clean PBS interface (p<0.001). However, the TFLL-like multi-component mixtures did 
not retard evaporation. 
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Table 2. The wax esters investigated in study III, structures, melting points (±1 °C), and 
evaporation-retarding effects at 35 °C and as a reference, for selected wax esters, at 30 °C and 41 
°C.  

Wax ester Structure 
(FAl/FA) MP (°C) RE35 °C RE30 °C RE41 °C 

Linolenyl oleate 18:3/18:1 <22 - 

Lauryl oleate (LO) 12:0/18:1 <22 - 

Myristyl oleate 14:0/18:1 8* - 

Palmityl oleate 16:0/18:1 17* - 

Stearyl oleate 18:0/18:1 24* - 

Behenyl arachidonate 22:0/20:4 27 - 

  
  
  
  
  
  

Arachidyl oleate (AO) 20:0/18:1 33 - ++ - 

Behenyl linolenate (BLNN) 22:0/18:3 36 + +++ - 

Behenyl linoleate (BLN) 22:0/18:2 37 ++ +++ - 

Behenyl oleate (BO) 22:0/18:1 38 ++ - - 

Behenyl palmitoleate (BP) 22:0/16:1 38 +++ + - 

Behenyl laurate (BL) 22:0/12:0 54 -   

Behenyl myristate 22:0/14:0 58 -   

Behenyl palmitate 22:0/16:0 63 -   

Behenyl stearate 22:0/18:0 67 -   

Behenyl arachidate 22:0/20:0 73 -   

Behenyl behenate 22:0/22:0 75 -   

Behenyl lignocerate 22:0/24:0 77 -   

Lignoceryl lignocerate (LL) 24:0/24:0 79 -   

The positive/negative comparison is based on the retardation of evaporation within each 
temperature point. Negative sign designates a decrease of <10% in evaporation rate relative to the 
evaporation rate from pure interface. Abbreviations for selected WEs are given in the parenthesis. 
FA, fatty acid, FAl, fatty alcohol, MP, melting point; RE, retardation of evaporation. 
WEs above upper dashed line, low MP 
WEs between dashed lines, MP in near-physiologic temperature 
WEs below lower dashed line, high MP 
*Iyengar and Schlenk 1969	  
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5.4.2 Evaporation-retarding effect of wax ester layers 

Due to the evaporation-retarding effect of behenyl oleate, a series of additional 18 WEs 
were investigated in study III. The evaporation-retarding effects of these WEs are 
presented in Table 2 as a positive/negative comparison. Figure 10 illustrates the decrease 
in evaporation for the positive control BAl and the five evaporation-retardant WEs 
discovered in this study. At 35 °C BO, behenyl palmitoleate (PB), behenyl linoleate 
(BLN), and behenyl linolenate (BLNN) retarded evaporation. BP was the most effective 
evaporation retardant decreasing evaporation by 39±3%, whereas BO and BLN shared 
very similar evaporation-retarding effects decreasing evaporation by 30±2% and 27±2%, 
respectively. BLNN was the most inefficient evaporation-retardant decreasing 
evaporation by 20±1%. In turn, at 30 °C BLN and BLNN were the efficient retardants 
decreasing evaporation by 51±10% and 52±4%, whereas BP and BO decreased 
evaporation by only 12±1% and 5.2±0.2%, respectively. In addition to these four WEs, 
arachidyl oleate (AO) decreased evaporation by 16±1%. At 41 °C, these five WEs 
decreased evaporation by only 2.3% to 3.6%. The WE layers, excluding BO at 30 °C, 
decreased evaporation significantly compared to the blank PBS interface (p<0.05). 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10. Lipid-layer-induced decrease in evaporation rate relative to the evaporation from PBS 
interface. Behenyl alcohol is the positive control. (N=3) 
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5.5 Interfacial organisation of TFLL-like layers 
	  

5.5.1 Interfacial organisation of mixed monolayers 
In study II, the BAM images (Figure 11) illustrate the impact of increased non-polar-lipid 
proportion, and specifically, the increased proportion of behenyl oleate, on the 
appearance of the lipid layer. In the BAM images, black shades correspond to fluid 
monolayers, whereas grey shades correspond to gel-like condensed phase. Intense grey 
shades fading to white designate the formation of layers elevating from the lipid layer. 
The 4:2:2:2 layer seems noticeably more fluid than the aforementioned layers, as 
suggested by the dominant black shade. With increasing non-polar lipid proportion, the 
area of grey-shaded condensed lipid seems to increase. In the non-retardant 
PC/CO/TG/BO 1:3:3:3 and 1:1:1:7 layers, the total sum of the non-polar lipid species 
(CO/TG/BO) is equal, and this shows as similar areas of condensed phase lipid in BAM 
images. However, the evaporation-retardant PC/BO 1:9 forms a virtually uniform grey-
shaded lipid layer, suggesting that the layer is in condensed phase. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11. BAM images of selected multi-component TFLL-like lipid layers. Four-component 
mixtures contained PC/CE/TG/BO and the two-component mixture consisted of PC/BO. Scale 
bar is 1000 µm. 
 
 
 
5.5.2 Interfacial organisation of wax ester layers 
In study III, the WE layers were imaged with BAM (Figure 12) in conditions, which 
were virtually the same as in the evaporation experiments. The positive control BAl 
formed a uniformly spread layer, which was in a condensed phase as implied by the grey 
shade barely visible in the left lower-exposure image, but more evident in the right-hand-
side high-exposure image. The images of BO, BLN and BLNN layers and the 
accompanying surface pressure information (3.3-3.7 mN/m) suggest that the lipid layer 
spread on the entire surface. The images also illustrate a large number of white shade 
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aggregates (in constant parallel movement during imaging) mixed with the black-shade 
liquid-phase lipid layer. The BP layer spread rapidly and resulted in a similar surface 
pressure (4.3 mN/m) as the three aforementioned evaporation-retardant WEs but 
appeared more layered (white shades), more condensed (grey shades), and virtually 
stagnant during the 15 min imaging period. The liquid-state-lipid lauryl oleate (LO) 
formed a uniform fluid layer with very little aggregation and high surface pressure (5.9 
mN/m). In contrast, the LL layer appeared extensively aggregated, most likely due to the 
solid state of the bulk lipid. In addition, the surface pressure of 0.2 mN/m suggests that 
very little spreading occurred. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12. BAM images of BAl and selected WE layers at 35 °C. The exposure settings are the 
same in each image excluding the lower BAl image captured using higher exposure, and the LL 
image captured using lower exposure. Differing exposures were utilised to reveal more details. 
Scale bar is 1000 µm. BAl, behenyl alcohol; BLN, behenyl linoleate; BLNN, behenyl linolenate; 
BO, behenyl oleate; BP, behenyl palmitoleate; LL, lignoceryl lignocerate; LO, lauryl oleate. 
 
 
 
 
5.6 Surface activity and dynamic stability of wax ester layers 
We investigated the surfactant properties and dynamic stability of the WE layers using a 
Langmuir balance unit. Figure 13 illustrates the resulting compression-relaxation 
isotherms. The hydrophobic WEs required five consecutive compression-relaxation 
cycles to achieve the final organisation. The WE layers possess several properties in 
common: they reached very small molecular areas and tolerated high surface pressures 
during compression, the compressibility of the WE layers decreased gradually during the 
cycles as indicated by the increased steepness of the isotherms (inset in Figure 13), the 
lift off area of the isotherms shifted to smaller molecular areas, and, finally, the isotherms 
exhibited large hysteresis by relaxation as the isotherms suggest. The liquid state WEs, 
AO and LO, possessed higher compressibilities than the six other WEs and showed less 
hysteresis at high surface pressures, possibly due to higher fluidity of these layers. The 
evaporation retardant BO, BP, BLN and BLNN behaved very similarly when compared 
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to each other. The compression-relaxation cycling of the solid state behenyl laurate (BL) 
resulted in an extraordinary spike-like isotherm, suggesting close-to-zero compressibility 
and poor spreading. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13. Compression-relaxation isotherms for selected WEs after five cycles at 35 °C. Inset 
illustrates the first cycles for each WE. 
AO, arachidyl oleate; BL, behenyl laurate; BLN, behenyl linoleate; BLNN, behenyl linolenate; 
BO, behenyl oleate; BP, behenyl palmitoleate; LO, lauryl oleate. 
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6. DISCUSSION 
	  

6.1 Lipid composition of tear fluid 
In study I, we investigated the human tear fluid lipid composition mainly using the 
UPLC-MS technique and complementary methods: TLC and enzymatic assays. We 
demonstrated that a substantial amount of phospholipids were present in tear fluid, 
accompanied by CEs, TGs, and most likely WEs. The most common PLs detected in MS 
analysis were PC and PE, which comprised 88±6% (mol/mol) of the identified lipids. 
LysoPLs formed a major portion of the PLs, suggesting that phospholipase A2, an 
abundant tear fluid enzyme, is also highly active (Saari et al. 2001). According to the 
enzymatic assays and MS profiling of choline-containing lipids, the respective 
concentrations of 48±14 µM and 22±10 µM are well in line with each other. The findings 
were well in line with recent mass spectrometric tear fluid lipid composition studies 
(Ham et al. 2005, Saville et al. 2010, Saville et al. 2011, Dean and Glasgow 2012). 

TLC proved to be a somewhat insensitive method for detecting PLs in tear fluid, and 
we detected only a faint band for SM in our samples. Accordingly, Wollensak and co-
workers (Wollensak et al. 1990) were not able to detect PLs in all of their tear samples 
using high performance TLC. In the non-polar-lipid separation, we detected an 
abundance of lipid with similar elution distance to CEs. This broad band identified as 
CEs most likely also contained the WEs (Wollensak et al. 1990), for which we did not 
possess a reference substance at that time. In line with the apparent abundance of CEs 
detected in TLC separation, we were able to quantify total cholesterol with an enzymatic 
lipid assay. We approximated that the concentration of total cholesterol was equal to the 
concentration of CEs in tear fluid because, in meibum, the cholesterol is mainly in CEs 
(Chen et al. 2010). The total amount of cholesterol relative to the amount of choline-
containing lipid was 40±27%. In addition to TGs, no other non-polar lipids were detected 
in our MS analysis. Based on MS analysis and enzymatic lipid assays, the amount of TGs 
relative to choline-containing lipids were 8±5% and 22±6%, respectively. These values 
are well in line with each other considering the differing analysis techniques. In TLC, 
faint bands were detected for TGs. Altogether, it needs to be remembered that this is the 
lipid composition of total aqueous tears, and therefore, the TFLL lipid composition may 
differ from the one presented here. 

The olive-oil-spreading experiments were performed to emphasise on a macroscopic 
scale the potential function of PLs in TFLL. The contact angles (Figures 8 and 9) on an 
eggPC-monolayer-coated mica surface showed considerably lower values compared to 
the blank hydrophilic mica surface representing an air-water interface. On an ocular 
surface, this would mean that without the polar PL interface, the TFLL would spread 
inadequately after a blink and would also form a more unstable lipid layer, possibly 
causing rapid break-up of the tear film. 

There are two main findings in this study. (i) PLs are abundant in tear fluid, and 
therefore, the TFLL and meibum lipid composition seem to differ. If assumed that all the 
polar lipids (PC, PE, ceramide, SM, and PS) detected in MS are located at the air-tear 
interface, this amount of lipid (28 µM corresponding to 0.28 nmol) would result as a 
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mean molecular area of approximately 130 Å2/molecule with tear film volume of 10 µL 
(Mishima 1965) and ocular surface area of 2.2 cm2 (Tsubota and Nakamori 1995). This 
molecular area is approximately the lift-off area measured for eggPC monolayers and 
therefore indicates that, in theory, a monolayer could be formed at the air-tear interface 
with the aforementioned amount of polar lipids. (ii) Such monolayer is possibly needed 
to aid the organisation of the accompanying non-polar lipids at the air-water interface. 
The study demonstrates that non-polar lipids, when present in large amounts, spread 
inefficiently at the air-water interface, and therefore, PLs may be necessary in aiding the 
spreading of the lipid layer. However, our model, due to the simplified nature of the 
experiment, gives a very crude description of the phenomenon. 

In addition, the origin of the PLs needs to be considered. They may originate from the 
conjunctival and/or corneal epithelial cells (Butovich 2008); however, no data supporting 
this theory have been presented. 

Finally, it has to be emphasised that based on the lipid composition, we cannot 
determine the exact location of the polar lipids. In addition to the potential function as a 
spreading-aid of TFLL, PLs may also be located in the aqueous phase as aggregates such 
as micelles and liposomes, but they may also be bound to proteins such as lipocalin 
(Dean and Glasgow 2012). Molecular level functional studies, such as the ones of 
Kulovesi et al. (2010, 2012), are needed to investigate the impact of compositional 
changes on the structure and function of TFLL-like lipid layers. Such studies may 
provide implications of what the ratio could be between lipids in such layers in vivo, and 
finally, what the main function of the TFLL may be. Therefore, studying the impact of 
lipid composition on the macroscopic properties of lipid layers, such as the potential 
retardation of evaporation, is equally important. 
 
 
 
6.2 Retardation of evaporation 
We studied the evaporation-retarding effect of certain selected lipid species of TFLL and 
their mixtures, and we aimed to show the chemical and physical properties that generate 
an evaporation-retardant lipid layer. The custom-built system used in these studies 
produced repeatable results, considering that the system was not isolated from the 
changing humidity conditions of the lab. However, a constant flow of dried air through 
the cabinet diminished the effect of the changing humidity conditions. Building an 
apparatus isolated from the surrounding atmosphere would have guaranteed better 
repeatability of the results but would have impaired the usability of the device. 
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6.2.1 Retardation of evaporation by TFLL-like layers 
In study II, we investigated the evaporation-retarding effect of TFLL-like lipid layers. 
The original composition of the lipid layer was selected based on the study I and further 
adjusted during the study. Additionally, selected pure lipid monolayers, namely eggPC 
and BO, were investigated to better understand their function in the multi-component 
mixtures. 

First, we wanted to demonstrate that a thick layer of oil (~180 µm) can be employed 
to retard evaporation from the air-water interface. The decrease of 54%±12% in the 
evaporation rate suggests that using such layers as evaporation retardants is a somewhat 
ineffective method because similar efficiency is achieved by specific 5-10 nm thick 
monolayers, such as BAl. 

A simple monolayer of eggPC, a mixture of saturated and unsaturated PCs, did not 
retard evaporation. This is most likely due to the larger cross-sectional area of PLs, as 
well as the larger intra-lipid-layer free volume, than long-chain alcohols or long-chain 
fatty acids. 

We studied behenyl oleate layers because certain WEs are known to retard 
evaporation (Rosano and La Mer 1956, Samuels et al. 2008, Borchman et al. 2009). Due 
to the relatively hydrophobic nature of behenyl oleate, it was not expected to form a 
homogeneous monolayer at the air-water interface. The heterogeneous spreading of 
behenyl oleate is observable by visual inspection. The aggregates spread slowly in near-
physiologic temperature, but they do not spread completely. Behenyl oleate at a 
molecular area of <50 Å2 resulted in a surface pressure of ~4 mN, indicating poor surface 
activity. Mixtures of PC and BO 1:9 retained the ability to retard evaporation, but the 
effect was lost when mixed with larger amounts of PC (4:6 and 9:1). The 1:9 PC/BO 
expectedly exhibited increased surface activity, and the spreading seemed somewhat 
faster and more homogenous than with pure BO. Possibly, the more effective and 
homogeneous PC-aided spreading of WE compensates the subtle increase in the fluidity 
of the layer, and therefore, the evaporation-retarding effect is maintained. 

We selected a mixture consisting of 4:2:2:2 PC/CO/TG/BO as a starting composition 
for the multi-component mixtures. This mixture was an approximation based on the 
current knowledge of tear fluid lipid composition (study I), meibum composition, and the 
behaviour of similar monolayers (Kulovesi et al. 2010, 2012). Because this composition 
did not demonstrate retardation of evaporation, we increased the proportion of non-polar 
lipids. However, 1:3:3:3 and 1:1:1:7 PC/CE/TG/BO compositions did not retard 
evaporation either. The non-existent evaporation-retarding effect of the four-component 
mixtures may be explained by the loose organisation of the lipid layer, as shown 
previously for similar lipid layers (Kulovesi et al. 2010, 2012). 

This hypothesis was in line with the BAM images (Figure 11), which clearly 
illustrated the differences in the interfacial organisation among the 1:9 PC/BO, 4:2:2:2, 
1:3:3:3, and 1:1:1:7 PC/CE/TG/BO. The evaporation-retardant 1:9 PC/BO exhibited a 
more condensed phase than the four-component lipid layers. This finding suggests that 
the network of van der Waals interactions required for evaporation retardation does not 
form between the lipid hydrocarbon chains in complex lipid mixtures i.e., the complex 
lipid layers are heterogeneous mixtures of disordered and ordered phases. 
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6.2.2 Retardation of evaporation by wax ester layers 
In study III, the WEs were investigated in more detail because BO proved to be an 
effective evaporation retardant in study II. The WEs were selected as close as possible 
according to those found in meibum. Our aim was to investigate whether all of these 
WEs retard evaporation or whether the retardation is only a property of specific WEs. 

The MPs of WEs were determined because these data were only partially available 
from the literature (Iyengar and Schlenk 1969). Based on the MPs, the WEs were 
grouped into three melting-point categories: MPs well below physiological temperature, 
close to the physiological temperature, and clearly above physiological temperature (see 
Table 2 for the categories). 

We measured the evaporation rates at a near-physiologic temperature of 35 °C and 
discovered that only four WEs retarded evaporation (Figure 10). BP, BLN, and BLNN, 
in addition to the BO decreased evaporation rates by 20-40%. These four WEs melted 
within 2 °C of the physiological temperature. Overall, visual inspection of the WE layers 
suggested that the high-MP WEs formed raft-like aggregates at the air-water interface, 
whereas low-MP WEs exhibited more homogenous spreading.  

Because the retardation of evaporation by WEs was apparently related to the MP, we 
measured the evaporation rates through the four retardant WEs at 30 °C and 41 °C to 
determine whether these lipids retard evaporation when they are in a solid or in a liquid 
state. At 30 °C, BLN and BLNN decreased evaporation by ~50%, whereas BP and BO 
retarded evaporation only by 5-10%. At 41 °C, the decrease in evaporation was only 2-
4% (Figure 10). 

To further confirm our theory, we measured the evaporation-retarding effect of AO at 
30 °C and 41 °C in addition to 35 °C. Based on the MP of 33 °C, AO should retard 
evaporation only at 30 °C. This turned out to be true: the decrease in evaporation was 
16±1%, whereas no retardation was observed at 35 °C or at 41 °C. 

The spreading of WE species was observed using BAM (Figure 12). Long-chain 
saturated LL formed thick three-dimensional aggregates at the interface, whereas the 
short-chain LO spread more homogenously. The similar extent of aggregation and 
analogous surface pressures of BO, BLNN, and BLN imply that these WE layers were in 
the same phase. BP also spread rapidly when applied to the interface, but the layer also 
appeared largely layered and aggregated. The somewhat larger areas of grey shade and 
the stagnant appearance of BP also reminds of a phase that is condensed or gel-like 
compared to the more fluid BO, BLN, and BLNN layers, which may explain the more 
efficient retardation of evaporation. For reference, the left-hand side panel in Figure 12 
shows a homogenously spread BAl layer. The grey shade, presented clearly in the high-
exposure image (lower image), illustrates a monolayer entirely in condensed phase.  

The evaporation experiments and the BAM images suggested that the differences in 
the evaporation-retarding effects of WEs were due to physicochemical properties of WEs 
when they are close to their melting phase transition. In their solid state, large areas of 
the interface are not covered by lipid, and the lipid forms three-dimensional aggregates at 
the air-water interface. Alternatively, in very fluid-like layers, the extensive thermal 
motion of the lipid molecules accumulates a large free-volume within the lipid membrane 
therefore allowing the water molecules to diffuse through the WE layer (Sane et al. 
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2009). Close to their melting phase transition, WEs form a condensed-like phase that 
retards evaporation. The differing efficiency in retardation of evaporation between 
specific WEs possibly arises from the MP–dependent interplay between the spreading 
rate of the lipid and the level of condensation of the layer. 

 
 
 

6.3 Surface active properties of wax esters 
In addition, we studied the surface active properties of the somewhat hydrophobic WEs 
at the air-water interface under consecutive compression-relaxation cycles, to assess if 
such lipids could act as surfactants in dynamic environment. The evaporation-retardant 
effect strongly suggests that the WEs form an organised structure at the air-water 
interface. However, we investigated how the WEs compared to more traditional 
surfactants, such as PLs in a dynamic environment. 

The isotherms illustrate that the differing WE layers share similar behaviour under 
compression (Figure 13). The transfer of the lift-off area between 1st cycles and 5th 
cycles is explained by increased aggregation, i.e., WEs are forced out of the interface into 
three-dimensional aggregates. Compression causes the WE layer to aggregate 
increasingly, and because of the hydrophobic nature of WEs, it is energetically more 
favourable for the aggregated molecules not to spread to the interface on relaxation. This 
impaired re-spreading results in large hysteresis apparent in the isotherms. The transfer 
of the molecules into the bulk phase shows also as a decrease in compressibility as 
indicated by the steepening isotherms. However, the high surface pressures and the 
tolerance against collapsing suggest that at the air-water interface, WEs arrange into an 
organised lateral structure. In relation to the in vivo TFLL, it has to be noted that the lid-
sweeping motion on the ocular surface is very rapid. For hydrophobic lipids such as 
WEs, the prevailing conditions on the ocular surface would further promote aggregation. 

Among the seven investigated WEs, the behaviour of liquid state LO and AO 
resembled that of a surfactant: they were more compressible and showed less hysteresis 
than the other WEs, especially at the high surface pressures. In contrast, the cycling of 
solid state BL resulted in a spike-like isotherm profile. This is explained by the impaired 
spreading and close-to-zero compressibility of the solid-state WE. The isotherms of the 
evaporation-retardant WEs expectedly located between the solid state BL and liquid AO. 
Overall, the Langmuir film experiments unveiled the poor compression-expansion 
behaviour of the WE layers relative to that of PLs. Fluid WE layer (LO and AO) showed 
surfactant-like behaviour, whereas WE close to the phase transition and in solid phase 
exhibited increasing tendency to aggregation. 

In conclusion, only specific WEs retarded evaporation at physiological temperatures. 
The ability to retard evaporation is dependent on the physical properties of the WEs at a 
given temperature. The evaporation-retarding effect may be explained by the formation 
of a specific condensed-like phase of the WE layer, which exists at the proximity of the 
melting phase transition. Under consecutive compression-relaxation cycles the build-up 
of aggregated WE structures continues until a pressure-tolerant WE layer is formed. 
Despite the high surface pressure tolerance, WEs spread very slowly to the interface, 
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prefer aggregation over homogenous spreading, are incompressible, and create lipid 
layers that are unstable in a dynamic environment. In relation to TFLL, under rapid 
compression-relaxation cycling induced by the lids, the WEs would be extensively 
aggregated. In addition, considering the time-scale of the inter-blink period, virtually no 
re-spreading would occur. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis project, we first investigated the lipid composition of human tear fluid by 
using modern mass spectrometric techniques, concentrating mainly on the PL content of 
the tear fluid. As we expected, the tear fluid contained a considerable proportion of PLs, 
and we illustrated the plausible spreading-aiding function of these amphipathic lipids. 
However, a quantitative lipid composition could not be obtained because no 
comprehensive method was available for both polar and non-polar lipids. Based on the 
lipid composition and an assumption that most of the tear film lipids are located at the 
air-tear interface, we created TFLL-like compositions as an in vitro model of the TFLL. 
We investigated the evaporation-retarding effect of these TFLL-like compositions, and 
we discovered that most of the compositions, surprisingly, did not retard evaporation. 
Instead, pure WEs, an abundant lipid species in meibum, was shown to effectively retard 
evaporation, provided the layer was in a specific condensed-like temperature-dependent 
phase. The hydrophobic WEs were prone to aggregation, particularly in evaporation-
retarding conditions, and were therefore poor surfactants in dynamic environment. 
Mixing PLs with the WEs aided the spreading of the layer, but the evaporation-retarding 
effect decreased rapidly with the increased fluidity induced by the lipid layer. In 
conclusion, the fluidic, rapidly spreading, lipid layers typically retard evaporation poorly; 
whereas the poorly spreading and aggregation-prone WEs are effective evaporation 
retardants provided the layer is in a defined phase. 

The results suggest that qualitative or quantitative changes in the TFLL composition, 
such as changes in the relative proportions of the lipid classes, variations in the degree of 
saturation, or increased branching of the lipid chains may alter the properties, such as the 
phase transition temperature, of the TFLL. Such changes may be due to defective 
synthesis of the lipids or to a decrease in the amount of the lipid-anti-oxidative agents in 
the tear film. An insufficient amount of PLs potentially affects the spreading of the non-
polar lipids and impairs the formation of a uniform lipid layer. Additionally, in analogy 
to WEs, an increase in the phase transition temperature may increase the solidity of 
meibum, and therefore result in aggregation and, therefore, poor spreading of the lipids at 
the air-water interface. In contrast, a decrease in the phase transition temperature could 
result in increased fluidity of the layer, and thus, increased evaporation of the aqueous 
tears. Altogether, such variations would hinder the formation of an evaporation-retardant 
TFLL, result in hyperosmolarity due to increased evaporation, and finally lead to dry eye 
symptoms. However, further studies are needed to investigate whether such behaviour is 
also observed with meibum. 

Certain eye drop solutions targeted for dry eye treatment contain lipids. Very often, 
the lipid composition of the solution is not revealed, but they typically contain mineral 
oils accompanied by a variety of other lipids such as phospholipids. Mineral oil, a 
mixture of differing alkanes often also employed in various cosmetic products could 
retard evaporation in large amounts, such as the thick layer of olive oil illustrated in our 
studies. However, application of such large volumes of lipid on the ocular surface does 
not seem practical. The application of phospholipids also does not increase the 
evaporation-retarding effect of the TFLL. Therefore, the modern lipid-containing eye 
drops most likely do not increase the evaporation-retarding effect of the lipid layer, but 
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moreover provide anti-inflammatory or lubricative effects. Lipid-containing eye drop 
solutions, which would actually restore the TFLL function, represent an important target 
for research and development. However, the evaporation-retarding lipids may be 
challenging for this purpose because they form very stiff non-elastic films, which are 
poorly suitable for the dynamic environments of the ocular surface. 

In conclusion, although the WEs comprise a major part of the meibum, it also 
contains as much as 70% of CEs and other lipids. Therefore, the underlying mechanism 
of evaporation-retarding TFLL has been only partly elucidated. The results suggest that 
WEs constitute an important component of the potent evaporation-retarding TFLL, and 
PLs play a role as a spreading-aid of such aggregation-prone non-polar lipids, but 
possibly at lower proportions than originally hypothesised. The next piece in this puzzle 
is the role of the abundant tear fluid CEs – one major research topic of our future studies. 
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